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RockIt Career Consultation Services Becomes A Mosaic Ambassador Company

(St. Louis, MO) – St. Louis Mosaic Project is pleased to announce RockIt Career Consultation Services has become a Mosaic Ambassador Company. RockIt offers individuals career guidance and provides coaching for anyone who is looking into launching their career to the next level. Located in Chesterfield, Missouri, RockIt is a member of the Chesterfield Chamber of Commerce as well as the Northwest Chamber of Commerce, and they support local businesses and help them connect with local and global talents.

RockIt’s leadership in the industry has been demonstrated by their involvement in the international student community, and they have cultivated many long-term client relationships by helping and educating the international students with their career needs. Organizing the Greater St. Louis OPT and International Professionals LinkedIn group and inviting an immigration attorney to educate international students on visa matters are some of the examples of their contributions for the foreign born population in the St. Louis area.

As a Mosaic Ambassador Company, RockIt is committed to creating a more welcoming environment for international populations in our region. RockIt will set a great example among its peers in the industry by joining local ethnic chambers and having their associates become Mosaic Ambassadors and supporting the Mosaic Professional Connector Program by helping foreign born work-authorized candidates to network. They will also modify on their website so that it is more welcoming for foreign born or ethnic applicants.

About St. Louis Mosaic Project

The St. Louis Mosaic Project was launched in 2012 in response to an economic impact report, outlining St. Louis to be lagging in immigrant growth as well as highlighting the economic benefits of increasing its foreign-born population. The Mosaic Project is a regional initiative that is
professionally managed by St. Louis Economic Development Partnership, World Trade Center St. Louis and a 32-member committee. Its goal is to transform St. Louis into the fastest growing major metropolitan area for immigration by 2025, to add 25,000 more foreign born to the region from 2016-2025 and to promote regional prosperity through immigration and innovation. Learn more at www.stlmosaicproject.org